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ABSTRACT 

We derive an expression for the specific entropy S/Na in a non interacting, non relatívtelte 
BoKzmann gas mixture in term? of strange particle ratios Hke N\/N\, Nk/Nk, NK/N\ and NA/N* Then 
we investigate the inHuetw- of retattvistic and quantum statistical effects and the role of hadronic 
interactions on reconstruct ,44 »he specific entropy from the particle ratios. Since negiectloe of the 
relativistic effects causes : »̂  >.rgest correction, we include them in an improveo expression. The 
resulting formula gives the specific entropy from the observed particle ratios with less than 20% 
error 

П. Левам, Б. Лукач, й. Зимани, У. Гейнц: Простая формула для энтропии файербо-
ла, составленная на основе экспериментальной пропорции редких частиц. 
KFKI-1989-22/A 

АННОТАЦИЯ 

Дается формула для специфической энтропии S/NR смеси нерелятивистских и 
невзаимодействующих газов Больцмана, содержащая пропорции редких частиц. Затем 
исследуются влияния релятивистских и квантово-статистических эффектов и ззаи-
модействия адронов на формулу специфической энтропии. Так как наибольшая кор
рекция дается релятивистскими эффектами, они учитываются приблизительно, и в 
результате формула дает энтропию с ошибкой меньше 20%. 

Lévai Р., Lukács В., Zimányi J., Heinz U.: Egyszerű kifejezés egy tűzgömb entrópiájára kísérleti 
ritka részecske arányokból KFK11989 22/A 

KIVONAT 

Kölcsönhatásmentes nemrelatlvisztikus Boltzmann gáz fajlagos entrópiájára levezetünk egy 
ritka részecske arányokat tartalmazó kifejezést. Azután megvizsgáljuk a relatlvisztíkus és 
kvantumstatisztikus hatásokat és a hadronlkus kölcsönhatások szerepét a fajlagos entrópiában. 
Mivel a legnagyobb korrekció a relatlvisztíkus tagokból jön, bizonyos közelítésben figyelembe 
vesszük őket. Ezután a képiét a megfigyelt részecskearányokból 20% nál kisebb hibával állítja elő 
a fajlagos entrópiát 



1. INTRODUCTION 

The investigation of relativistic heavy ion collisions gives us a good chance to obtain 

information on such important characteristics of highly excited hadronk matter as e.g. the 

compressional energy and pressure of hadronic matter in the collision region. These are 

related to the measured pion multiplicity and the collective motion of produced fragments 

[l][2]. The entropy content of the system is also related to the complete equation of state 

and is reflected in the ratios of different particle species emitted in the collision [3]. 

The most extensively used basis so far for determination of entropy production has 

been the observed deuteron to proton ratio [4]. One assumes that the entropy is produced 

during the first, compressional stage of the heavy ion collision, and that a hot dense region, 

the fireball, is created. During the second stage this fireball expands essentially adiabati-

cally until break-up, when free-streaming particles freeze out from the collision-dominated 

hadron gas. To the extent that fragmentation occurs isentropically, the deuteron to proton 

ratio seems to be characteristic for the earlier entropy content as well. 

Since its original suggestion, this method has been steadily improved: it has been 

extended for non charge-symmetric collisions [4]; the decay of unstable fragments into 

deuterons and protons has been included [5]; the effects of quantum statistics have been 

studied [6]; the ratio has been corrected for the effects stemming from the finite proper 

volume of the hadrons [7] and of deuterons [8], and from surface effects in finite sy$tems 

М-
On the basis of this method and its extended versions the Quantum Statistical Model 

(QSM) [b] as well as a numerical code for generating complete final states of energetic 
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nuclear collisions (FREESCO) [10] have been developed. These methods are very im

pressive and successful in their application to nuclear collisions in the 100 MtVjnucl -

1000 MeV/nucl bombarding energy region [11][12]. 

Recently, in an attempt to discover the quark-gluon plasma (QGP), ultrarelativistic 

heavy ion collisions have been experimentally studied at much higher bombarding energy 

(14.5 GtVjnucl at Brookhaven and 60 - 200 GeV/nucl at CERN ). In these cases the 

production of entropy plays a crucial role in the identification of QGP. Namely, unusually 

high values for the entropy, at given — not low — energy density, could be taken as a 

signal for QGP formation, since a deconfined plasma has many more particle degrees of 

freedom than the corresponding hadronic gas at the same energy. At the same time, by 

means of the entropy one can characterize the behaviour of the produced hot hadronic 

matter. 

However, at such high energies one cannot use blindly the observed deuteron to proton 

ratio to obtain the entropy content of the system. First, it is expected that in asymmetric 

cases the collision zone contains two parts: the participant matter — with high energy 

density and entropy — and the spectator matter — with much lower energy density and 

entropy. Indeed we are mostly interested in the participant matter, where due to the large 

excitation energy the chance for QGP formation is largest. However both the participant 

and the spectator regions will disintegrate at the end of the collision, contributing in 

different ways to the deuteron to proton ratio and thereby diluting the information on 

the hot early stage of the participant region. At sufficiently high beam energies these 

two components may be separable by selecting appropriate rapidity windows [13], but this 

demands further investigations. Additional problems arise from the inner structure of the 

deuteron and its small binding energy. At high energies it would be more acceptable to 

measure the entropy with simple particles than with weakly bound composite ones, and 
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this becomes possible in the same time, because resonance, hyperon and strange meson 

abundances grow up to substantial values. 

Another problem is related to the entropy conservation during the expansion. At 

lower bombarding energy ( 100 MeV/nucI — 1000 MeV/nucl) the adiabatic expansion is 

a good approximation at the level of 10% [5][14]. However, at ultrarelativistic bombarding 

energy the evolution of entropy is still questionable. 

So, it would be useful to find another way to obtain the entropy for the early stages 

of collisions. We suggest, as good candidates to measure entropy, to use strange particles 

and their ratios. It is generally accepted that strangeness is mostly produced at very high 

energy densities [15). Thus the strange particles in a general sense carry information about 

the highly excited hadronic matter. At the same time, detailed calculations point to early 

freeze-out of some strange particles (K+ ,K°) in the explosion of the fireball [16]. So they 

would provide information about earlier stages than contained in the deuteron to proton 

ratio. 

We finally wish to make an important comment on one further motivation of this 

research: Due to the large number of possible combinations of particle ratios there are, in 

principle, several choices one can make to obtain an estimate of the entropy in the final 

state. Although we here confine ourselves to one specific choice which is motivated by 

the present status of the experiments and what they can easily measure, in principle this 

redundancy can be used to directly cheek one of the crucial assumptions made up to now 

in all such analyses, namely the assumption of chemical equilibrium. If quark matter is 

formed in a nuclear collision, chemical equilibration, in particular of strange particles, is 

likely in the plasma phase [15] and may survive the hadronization process [16,22]. If the 

plasma phase is never reached and usual hadronic mechanisms for producing strangeness 

dominate, chemical equilibrium will never be reached [15]. This can in principle be tested 
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by applying different version of our expression, which make use of different sets of particle 

ratios, to the same experiment. 

The paper is organised as follows: 

In Sect.2. we assume that during the nuclear collision a fireball forms in thermal 

and chemical equilibrium. A simple expression is derived for the entropy to baryon ratio 

(S/NM), which depends on the independent particle ratios, Н+к = Ni/Nk. For two cases 

— #, N, А, К and *, ЛГ, ЛГ, А, А, К, К particle content — we show relatively short forms of 

the specific entropy as a function of all particle ratios and in the second case, also of the 

best observable strange particle ratios Rjk, Я—K, R K A, and RAN. 

In Sect.3. the specific entropy content of a hadronk gas mixture is calculated in 

various approximations. First we consider non-interacting mixture with three different 

statistics: non-relativistic and relativistic Boitzmann and relativistic quantum statistics. 

Then we compare these entropy values to that of an interacting hadron gas and investigate 

the contributions of relativistic and quantum effects and the interaction. One obtains that 

the relativistic effect is responsible for the largest part of the deviation. 

Thus in Sect.4. we manufacture a convenient and satisfactory approximation to 

relativistic Boltzmann gas and derive the expression of the specific entropy which depends 

on the above-mentioned particle ratios. The application of this formula guarantees the 

direct calculation of the specific entropy content from the measurable particle ratios with 

errors 10 -17%. 

In Sect.6. a short conclusion is given. Some necessary but inconveniently long 

formulae are found in the Appendix. 
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2. ENTROPY FROM PARTICLE RATIOS 

IN THE NON-RELATIVISTIC BOLTZMANN LIMIT 

Lei us assume that complete thermal and chemical equilibrium has been established in 

the fireball. Then the system can be characterized by a common temperature ( T ), by the 

total volume ( V ) and by the chemical potentials of the independent particle components 

{ l*i). The knowledge of an expression for the thermodynamic»! potential fl is supposed, 

from which one can obtain the particle densities and entropy density: 

nt =тц(рк,Т)= - — (1 
out 

* = 5(*,Г) = - ^ (2) 

Considering J different particle components and К independent chemical reactions 

among these particles guaranteeing the chemical equilibration, one can obtain К relations 

( k=l,...,K ) among the J different chemical potentials ^,: 

5 3 c f c P M r = 0 (3) 
r = 1 

where the constants ckT correspond to stochiometric ratios in the reactions. The number 

of independent intensive thermodynamical variables is J + 1 - К. Therefore the number 

of independent intensives is one for T and one for each conserved charge. 

One can measure in the experiments the particle numbers, Nt = n< V. Here the volume 

is unknown, but it drops out from particle ratios: 

Ък-=п</п„= Nf /Nk = Я,* (/*,, T) (4) 

J - 1 of these particle ratios ß, f c are independent, thus 

a, if К = 2, one can obtain all the thermodynamical variables Г , ^ from the measur

able particle ratios and at the same time one can express all the thermodynamical 

quantities (1),(2) as the functions of the particle ratios Лц,. 
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b, if Jí > 2, oar algebraical equation» (3) are i»w df tonnjiwo1, Thus by using all R^ *s we 

can check if the chemical equilibrium is reached or not, and if it is, we can eliminate 

certain particle ratios from the thennodynamkal expressions. 

Our basic aim is the derivation of an expression of the specific entropy, S(NB, in 

terms of particle ratios, analogously to the deuteron to proton ratio R^: 

s = s{RiM) ; m = * ( & * ) 

ЪШЕ>к- + {*ш)=1Ь1*,ш) ( 5 ) 

where bt is the baryon number of particle species i. 

Let ш outline this derivation for a mixture of ideal non-relativistic Boltsmann gases. 

The partial pressures, energy, particle and entropy densities are as follows: 

К=ъТ (6а) 

•,=*[***+ ±T) (66) 

n* = (2*t?)-><* d* ( т , с Г Г 9 " e x p » ~ ^ (6c) 

Introducing the particle to nucleon ratios Rf = щ/пы, one obtains the following 

expression for the specific entropy (henceforth on A = e = 1): 

_s_ E, г* = y* & 1 + = ^ ] W 

Our aim is to express the temperature T and the chemical potentials, p i t via ex

perimental ratios Ri in eq.(7). For this we introduce the ratios of particle mass and 

multiplicity r< = (dt/du) • {mt/mN)*'9 and the inverse mass-differences {Щ1)~1 = 

я»д + т о — mc — тпр — m ĵ- + m-g- — ш^ — vn,-^. 
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In the Boltzmann limit (6a-d) one can express the chemical potentials д, particularly 

simply. From the expression 

* Ц _ ^ = to*L + *!LZpL ( 8 ) 

T Ti T x ' 

the nucleon chemical potential can be eliminated in terms of the pion ratio RwN by using 

цщ = 0 in eqi..(8) for t = к and inserting the result for i Ф re. 

^ Ц А = 1 п ^ - 1 п ^ - ^ (9) 

The next step is to eliminate the temperature T in terms of particle ratios Rt in 

chemical equilibrium. In our minimal case — К - 2 and J = 4 —, e.g. with particle 

content 7Г, N, Л, К, one has two independent reactions: 

n + N + N^N+N = > fiw = 0 (10) 

N + * ^ A + K" = * /tw = MA + PK (H) 

according to 2 conserved numbers ЛГд and JVS . Thup the temperature T is obtained from 

Л* r* mk+mK-mN-m4 

exp — (12) RH RH r K rk 

as i = A i * ? l n ( ^ 5 - ^ (13) 
T N w {г, RARKJ 

For J > 4 the temperature Г can be expressed by means of other particle ratios as 

well. However, in thermal and chemical equilibrium all formulae give the same T. Using 

the specific expression (13) in eqn.(9) and inserting into eqn.(7) one obtains the following 

expression for the specific entropy: 

£ - ? Е Ы 5 - ( * Е ) + ^ " ( Н Й - ) ] - М 



This depends only on the particle ratios Я,, where the sum runs over all particles 

included in the fireball, i = JT.JV./T, A, ...; note that RH = 1. According to the above 

remarks, this form remains valid for any number of constituents in complete equilibrium. 

We will now first evaluate it for a simple case, returning to the general problem in Sec.2.2. 

3.1 The w - N - A - К gas 

When the fireball consists of *,N, A, if particles only, the strangeness conservation 

implies: УА = NK. Thus Rk = RK = RS. Then the basic expression (14) for the specific 

entropy simplifies. Evaluating the constants in the expression (14), we obtain the following 

short form: 

4~ = ТТ-Б-- Í 5 9 2 + 9 U R s + 2 - 7 7 Ä *l 

- " Ä p - (0.52 + 3.04Д5 + 0.52Д,] 
1 + R$ 

+ ^~- • [1.26 + 2.52Ä5 + 0.26A.J . (15) 
1 + H$ 

2.2 Inclusion of further particles 

In expression (14), one may consider an arbitrary composition of particles and res

onances, which are present in the equilibrium state, to determine the specific entropy 

content. As the next step in complication, the thermodynamical quantities will be ex

pressed in terms of the number of particles *, N,77, А, А, К and K. The appearance of 

antihyperons implies that also antinucleons N must be taken into account. Note that for 

this particle content eq.(2) becomes overdetermined, so one can eliminate certain particle 

ratios. The pion and antinucleon ratios can still essentially change during expansion. So to 

obtain an estimate of S/NB in the early hot stage of the collision, it ie useful to eliminate 
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them and to keep strange particle ratios. After some algebra (see Appendix), one obtains 

the following expressions: 

Since one can express the thermodynamical quantities in terms of three intensive vari

ables (T,fiN , / is) , one can characterize the entropy content in terms of three independent 

particle ratios RAtRK, #—. However, in the experiments one sees that other strange par

ticles (E,E,E,5 and perhaps П,П) are produced as well; at the same time this particle 

contents of the fireball are not considered. Thus actually, the strangeness conservation 

will be satisfied exactly only in the complete system. A good solution would be still to 

neglect the contribution from £,~, etc., to use four particle ratios — RA,R-t RK ,R-

for the specific entropy and to consider the strangeness conservation only as a check for 

the consistency of the description in this certain part of the system. Anyways, today we 

have reliable experimental particle production data only for N, N, А, А, К, К and тг; since 

on the other hand four strange particle number is enough for the determination of the 

thermodynamical quantities, we shall work with these ratios. Inserting from the Appendix 

eqns.(A.l), (A.2) and (A.6) into eqn.(14) and evaluating all coefficients we find in this 

case: 

A . I [ 
** 1 - % д ' Я к * + Я л * - ( 1 - Я Х д ) I 

[ 2.94 - 1.79 In RA N + 1.89in%K + In RKA ] cdot (l + Ru RJK ) - RTK R7K In RJh R7K 

+ [ 2.61 - 2.79lnÄA„ -f 1.89/nÄF / f + In Я* A ] • RAN (l + RTk) - RjKRkN In RAK 

+ [ 1.29-2.79 In ß A J V +189 /п%^ ]ЯКАААЛГ (l + % K ) - Ä F / f Ä i f A Ä * J v l n % K 

+ [2 .16- 0.79InRA N +0.39lnR7rK } • щ • ~^щТг J I 1 8 ) 



Expression (18) gives the specific entropy in the wanted form, namely in terms of the 

measurable particle ratios. Since the presently running experiments (23,24} will yield the 

ratios RjA ,iijf-x ,RK A and ÄA = Rktl, we selected these ratios as the variables in terms 

of which S/Ng should be expressed. However, as stated before, other selections would 

have been possible, and with more detailed experimental information this redundancy 

can eventually be used to check the validity of assuming chemical equilibrium. At the 

same time during the calculation one has the possibility to obtain an expression for the 

temperature T from the particle ratios: 

1 1 
T ~ 354 

In -Z-Zj - 0.867 
RAN 

(19) 

Unfortunately, the above expressions are valid only for a non-relativistic, non-inter

acting hadron gas. Now we are going to investigate the influence of the relativistic and 

quantum statistical effects and the rőle of interactions between the particles. 

3. THE SPECIFIC ENTROPY OF RELATIVISTIC GAS 

WITH QUANTUM STAT JS IN MEAN FIELD 

During the expansion of the fireball, the freeze-out of most particles is expected at 

rather high temperature — T « 100 - 130 MeV [16]. At this high temperature some 

particles are moving relativistically, particularly the pions. Also the particles collide and 

interact and they have Boee- and Fermi- rather than Boltzmann distributions. We will 

now investigate the influences of these effects on the specific entropy content of a fireball, 

in order to decide to what extent one must improve the non-relativistic expressions (14) 

and (18). 

To this end, consider a fireball of relativistic and interacting particles — for example 

irtN,7f,A,Ä,K, and Я — in thermal and chemical equilibrium ( formed for instance by 
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slow rehadronization of a QGP ), with quantum statistics. There exists a description of the 

interactions [17], [18] by means of density dependent mean field potentials. The mutual 

mean field potential U(n) depends on the total baryon density n, and different particles 

couple to this potential with different strengths: i/i = &i/(n). The actual form of U(n), Ui 

and gt were investigated in [17] and [18] in detail. We now consider the simplest case [19] 

where the average potential depends on the baryon density linearly, and the potentials 

describe vector-like interactions, i.e. U— — — UA. Thus the particle densities and the 

total energy density, pressure and entropy density will be the following (E%

p = y/p1 + "»J) 

[17,18]: 

fdv (20) 

^6W 0 EitW'-rW ±1 У ' Jo • ' K 

• ^ - ^ Е * * <23> 
As in [18], we will use the approximaton of weakly interacting strange quarks which 

means that UN = U{n), U„ — f (7(n) and UK = ji^(n). We assume non-interacting pions, 

Un = 0. In order to investigate the non-interacting hadron gas with quantum statistics, 

one may use the expressions (20)-(23) with vanishing potentials. 

Without quantum corrections the relativistic Boltzmann gas picture is obtained. In 

this case the pressure and thermodynamic densities can be expressed via the well-known 

modified Bessel-functions A\, K2: 

Pi^n.T (24) 

-«(^-•Ш) (25) 

* = 5? «? r •*•(?)«>£ ( 2 6 ) 



s=fT,(*+K-№) (27) 

We will now compare four approximations for the hadron gas: 

A: interacting hadron gas with quantum statistics — (20),(21),(22),(23); 

B: non-interacting hadron gas with quantum statistics —; 

C: non-interacting relativistic Doltzmann gas — (24),(25),(26),(27); 

D: non-interacting non-relativistic Boltzmann gas — (6); 

We could compare these four descriptions to each other at constant temperature or 

constant density; however, it is more informative to compare them along the hadron ic 

edge of the phase boundary between the hadronic phase and QGP. This is the last point 

along the expansion trajectory of a QGP where we might have good chemical equilibrium. 

During the later evolution of the hadron gas chemical processes are known [15] to be too 

slow to maintain chemical equilibrium. 

By the procedure outlined in Ref. 16 and 18 one obtains the phase boundary on the 

plane {Т,цв) shown on the upper part of Fig. 1. We considered the plasma phase as 

a free gas of light and strange quarks and gluons subject to a negative vacuum pressure 

(B = 250 MeV/fm3). The equation of state can be found in detail in [16] or [18]. 

Naturally, this phase boundary depends on the value of В and the expression of U(n). 

Obviously approximation A for the hbdron gas contains the least number of restric

tions, so we regard this case as a reference against which we study the deviations in the 

specific entropy content for the other approximations (B,C,D). On the lower part of Fig.l. 

one can see these deviations. Curves B,C and D are obtained from eqs.(23),(27) and 

(6), respectively, by inserting the values for (Т,цв,Цц) along the phase boundary from 

approximation A [20]. 
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The immediate conclusion from this comparison is the following: at high chemical 

potential ( = at high baryon density ) the omission of the interaction leads to a large 

error in the specific entropy content; at low chemical potential the deviation is not too 

large for the relativistic non-interacting approximations (B,C). However the non-relativistic 

Boltzmann gas leads to a huge error (30 - 50%) in the specific entropy. This error can 

be traced back to the large abundance of pions in this low — цв region which carry a 

substantial fraction of the entropy and are insufficiently treated by the non-relativistic 

approximation. Quantum effects are negligible compared to the relativistic ones. 

Our preliminary calculations show that in the central region of the heavy ion collisions 

at energies y/s > 3 GeV/nuc/eon, the produced specific entropy content is probably 8-30 

units or more. According to Fig.l., this corresponds to the region цв < 600 MeV. Here 

the effects from the nuclear mean-potential U(n) are rather weak, and an improvement of 

the formulae from the last section may concentrate on relativistic effects. 

4. SIMPLE APPROXIMATION FOR THE ENTROPY 

OF A RELATIVISTIC BOLTZMANN GAS 

Repeating the methods of Sect.2. one can obtain an expression for the specific entropy 

of a relativistic Boltzmann gas. Note that using the expansion for the Bessel functions [21] 

the expressions for all thermodynamical quantities are similar for both the non-relativistic 

and relativistic Boltzmann gas. One can write the relativistic modifications of the density 

of Boltzmann particles in the general form: 

nR,l.Bolt,m. =nBolUm. . e o ( ^ ) (28) 

where, comparing equations (7),(24) and using the expansion of the Beesel function K3, 

we find 

, « ( * ) = 1 + - Л - + 1 0 5

 t + (29) 
1 + 8 m , / r + 1 2 8 ( m , / T ) » V ' 
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First we rewrite the thermodynamical expressions (24)-(27) into a form containing 

non-relativistic Boltzmann-like expressions and G(=^): 

n*"Оо""п =щ& m < 3 / a r / a « * S ^ • *iVl (30) 

_Rel.Boltim. _Jt«l.Boltim, rp /o i \ 
ft =»i 'J (31) 
еЯе1.Ло».т. = n i le l .Bol l ,m. # J ̂  + £j, + у* . dGY^)\ ^щ 

Rtl.P oltzm . * \ "V^Rel.Boltim. • _IJ «I.Boltsm. . . _Ле1.Bole«m . \ /oo\ 

* -j. 2^le< + P < - л " » J (33) 

Then the specific entropy for the mixture is: 

S _ £ Г * v ft f5 aC(^) т < -м,1 , 

J^-ZJ^'^Z^^2+T'~af- + -T~-\ ( 3 4 ) 

( cf. eq.(7) ). For the chemical potentials д< we can derive in analogy to eq.(9): 

Hi-rrti ft ,mj ft, / - . / m » \ m » /oc\ 
_ _ = l n _ _ G ( _ ) _ , n _ + G r ( _ _ ) _ _ (35) 

Then for the temperature T the following implicit equation in terms of the particle 

ratios R„,RK,ft is obtained: 

Substituting Hi and T into the specific entropy one gets: 

+ б ф ) - G(^) + -.MÍÍ ( - о ф , - С ф + Оф + вф>4 (37) 

where the sum also runs over all constituents. 

Since the functions G{^) are trancendental, it is not easy to eliminate the temper

ature T from eq.(37). So this formula is not explicit, but rather to be solved together 
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with eq.(36). One can obtain anexplicit expression by a further approximation of G( *=*•). 

Setting 

G ( Y ) * 5 ( T ) = HJL (38) 

we obtain the expansion e c < ( T > = 1 + ** J^ + fff {*A + ... ; comparing this with the 

correct expansion eq.(29) we see that (38) is good to first order in Г/лц-. The system 

(30)-(33) with these functions G, (T) will be called modified Boitzmann gar, it contains the 

leading terms of relativistic corrections. 

If we apply this approximation for the particle densities, Fig.2. is obtained, where we 

have drawn (on a logaritmic scale) the ratio of the particle densities at different tempera

tures for different particles. (The chemical potentials cancel in the ratios.) On Fig.2. all 

densities were given in terms of the density of the relativistic Boitzmann gas. The full line 

is the non-relativistic case; our modification ( dashed lines ) is obviously a good improve

ment and approaches very well (within 5-8 %) the density of the relativistic Boitzmann 

gas — except for pions, because for these particles the temperature and the mass are of 

the same order of magnitude. 

Thus, while eq.(38) is satisfactory for heavier particles, for pions we are forced to 

choose a different parametrization for the function G,[T). Sticking to a linear function in 

T/m,, we find that 

<Я,(Г) = — +0.28 (39) 

approaches best the relativietic density in the temperature region 50 < 7 < 180 MeV 

(dotted line in Fig.2.). 

Using these functions ЩТ) (eqs,(38),(39)) we obtain a good approximation for the 

relativistic Boitzmann gas; the deviations of other thermodynamical quantities remain 

similarly small. In Fig.l. one can see that the entropy of this modified Boitzmann gas 
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( dotted line ) approximates very well the case C. At the same time, the implicit eq.(36) 

for T becomes a simple second order equation, which can be solved to obtain an explicit 

expression for the specific entropy, as in the non-relativistic case. 

Considering now as in Sect.2. a system consisting of the particle species 7r, N, N, A, A, 

K,K, and using the functions С7,(Г) from eqs.(38),(39), one can now repeat all the steps 

of Sect.2. First, in order to keep the strange particle to nucleon ratios, the pion to nucleon 

and antinucleon to nucleon ratios can be eliminated (see Appendix). For this last ratio, 

Rjj-, one obtains the same result as eq.(17), but for Rn the expression (15) is modified: 

R. = 
R^1 

к exp 367.5 
+ 0.28 (40) 

10.5 Л™3 • Д £ 6 1 

One can see that the expression (40) of the pion ratio contains the temperature T 

explicitly due to the form of the functions С?,(Г). However the temperature is obtained 

easily from the second order equation (A.14): 
1 
f 

1 
354 In K - 0.867 

R& RK 354 • 1597 
(41) 

The explicit expressions where 7' has been eliminated are rather lengthy and will not 

be given here. 

Finally, keeping as in (18) only the well measurable particle ratios RhN, Rjk, R~K i 

/2JCA» the expression of the specific entropy for the modified Boltzmann gas will be the 

following: 

±m i f 
T 1 

2.94 - 1.79ln iiA N + 1.89/n%K + \nRK A - — I • (l + RTh RfK) - Rj, F^K In RIA RWK 

У Ь.51 - 2.79In Я д N + 1.89/n%K + In RKA - ~ • RhN (l + Ru ) - RT, Лд N In R-k 

T 1 1.29 - 2.79 In RA лг + 1.89/nÄF„ - — - RKkRKN{\ + R^K ) - R^K RKSRKN In %,,. 1145J 

2.15-0.79 In ÄA w +0.39/n% K - — • —~ • -Чттг*~ • <*P — - f 0.28 J- (42) 
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where the temperature Г (in MeV) is obtained from the equation (41): 

(43) Г = 799 I n - ^ - 0.867 - l I n ^^S-j-0.867) - 0.886 

In Fig.3. we have checked the accuracy of this approximate expressions for the specific 

entropy. On the lower part of Fig.3. one can see the ratios of the specific entropy values 

obtained from expressions (15),(18),(42), as functions of chemical potential along the phase 

boundary of Fig.l. The reference is the specific entropy of the interacting quantum gas 

(A) (the exact values of the specific entropy are displayed on Fig.l.). The dotted line 

belongs to the simplest expression (15) which contains only R, and Rs. The dashed line 

is obtained from expression (18) for the non-relativistic approximation, and the full line 

results from the approximation derived for the relativistically modified Boltzmann gas, 

eq.(42). One can see the huge error of the non-relativistic approximation near цв = О, 

and the quite satisfactory results from eq.(42). In the latter case the maximum deviation 

is only ~ 17 % in the region MD < И00 MeV. 

On the upper part of Fig.3. one can see the reconstruction of the temperature from 

the reference line, calculated on the basis of eq. (19) (dashed line) and eq.(43) (full line). 

In this case the error is smaller, and both the non-relativistic and relativistic Boltzmann 

approximations yield the temperature T with ~ 5 % accuracy. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

We have derived an explicit expressions for the specific entropy in terms of the mea

surable strange particle ratios. The use of strange particle ratios guarantees that we obtain 

information about the early stages of the collisions. By means of the simple expressions 

one can evaluate easily the experimental data for entropy. As shown in Fig.l., the still 

relatively simple expression for a modified Boltzmann gas is applicable if fiN < 600 MeV 

17 



at the end of the phase transition. According to model calculations via shock waves, this 

condition seems to hold at least for beam energies larger than, say 10 GeV/nucl. [18]. 

Unfortunately, up to now a complete set of the appropriate experimental particle ratios 

needed in our expression for S/NB are not yet available. 

Here we want to stress again that the temperature appearing in our formulae is the 

measure of the random motion in a local, comoving system (as the entropy measures 

the disorder), and is not to be confused with the experimental "slope parameter", which 

includes the effect of the flow as well. We think that our simplified formula will be useful 

for obtaining easy orientation from the experiments, and can eventually be used to check 

the validity of chemical equilibrium in the strange and (by appropriate generalization to 

other particle ratios) also in the non-strange sector in ultrarelativistic nuclear collisions. 
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APPENDIX 

In this Appendix the detailed steps of elimination of certain particle ratios and the 

temperature will be given for the -nixture of non-interacting non-relativistic Bolzmann 

gates (Sect.2) and relativistically modified Boltzmann gases (Sect.4). The gas mixture is 

in thermal and chemical equilibrium. 

For a mixture of the non-relativistic Boltzmann gases, it is seen from eqn.(12) and an 

analogous expression for R^-j(RkRn) that: 

The right equation can be used to eliminate the pions: 

fi, MX - M^K Rk Щ* RK Mfr % 
r„ Af- + Щ'к rA

 + M - + Mfr rK

 + M- + Mfr r- W 

or, with the numerical values substituted into eq.(A.2): 

R' = Wb' Rl" .*•••» {A'3) 

Then the expression for the temperature T in terms of strange particle ratios only 

reads: 

1 M*K„ • Mi* Г „ , ÄA . RK , , Jfc-1 .... 

or, again with insertion of numerical values: 

A = -L fin - S t » . . 0.8671 (A.5) 
T 354 1 ДА

аД* J 
From eqn.(6c) one sees that the antinucleon ratio ÄJJ depends only on the entropic 

intensive: **•. Choosing appropriate ratios of strange particles which also depend only on 

this number we find 

4=R7K RKK = % E Я/Г* = * i . ' % * ' = %o 'ÄS** (**> 
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These relationships are valid only in chemical equilibrium and can thus serve as a test 

for the latter. They remain valid in the relativistic Boltzmann case, but will be modified 

when quantum statistical effects and/or the influence of interactions become strong. 

Another condition, that must be satisfied in chemical equilibrium, is obtained by using 

(A.5): 

A к 

(Л.6) and (A.7) can be used to eliminate certain particle ratios in favor of other ones. 

In the second part of the Appendix we will repeat the derivation of the above ex

pressions and equations for our relativistically modified Boltzmann gas ( see in Sect.4. 

eqs.(30)-(33) ). The expressions are similar to (A.l)-(A.7), but relativistic corrections are 

taken into account in terms of the exponential factors G,{T). 

From the particle ratios one can obtain the following expressions for temperature T: 

1 = М ^ 1 п ( ^ - ^ - ^ ) - М ^ . [ С . ( Г ) + С И Т ) - ё к ( Г ) - а А ( Г ) ] (ЛЯ) 

i = At?K In (^YK

T±) - M™ • [GK[T) + GN{T) -G„(T) -GA(T)} . (АЛ) 

If we compare these equations with each other, one can derive an equation similar to 

(A.l), which enables us to eliminate the temperature Г and the pioa ratio Rn. The pion 

ratio R« is given as: 

R. _ Mj£ - Mj,-K RA Щ"я RK MIK R« 
U - Mb« + Л # й Г Ш г д

 + Mtf + A/*** rK

 + Mtf + M**K rjr 

+ G„(T) - GK (T) + *%l ~ ffi« - [-GK (T) + GN (Г)] [АЛО) 

or, inserting numbers, by 

1 ife-" Г Г 
к 
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The temperature T is then obtained from eqs.(A.8) and (A.10) as: 

1 ^ MjE-Mjk Г - 2 I n ^ - - l n ^ - + I n ^ - + 2 С А ( Г ) - 2G„{T) 
rK 

(Л.12) 

Eq.(A.12) is an implicit equation for the temperature T. Using the approximations 

(35),(36) for G, (T), one has: 

1 1 
T ~ 354 In —J* 0.867 

354 -1597 

which is easily solved for T. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig.l.; (Upper part) The phase boundary between the pure QGP, mixed and pure hadronic 

phase ( В = 250 MeV/fm3). The density values show the baryon density along the 

phase boundary between the hadronic and mixture phase. 

(Lower part) The ratios of the specific entropies along the phase boundary.The refer

ence line is the relativistic interacting quantum gas (A) as representing the prediction 

of the full theory. The other curves correspond to the relativistic non-interacting 

quantum gas (B), the relativistic Boltzmann gas (C), the non-relativistic Boltzmann 

gas (D) and the relativistically modified Boltzmann gas (M). The indicated values for 

S/NB correspond to the reference case A at the above-mentioned points along the 

phase boundary. 

Fig.2.: The ratio of different particle densities relative to the relativistic Boltzmann gas. 

The full lines refer to the non-relativistic case, dashed lines show the results of our 

relativistic modification (38). One obtains an even better approximation for pions via 

eq.(39), which is shown by the dotted line. 

Fig.3.: The reconstruction of the temperature T and the specific entropy S/NB in terms of 

particle ratios Rik • The reference line are the specific entropy va'ues from the inter

acting quantum gas (A). The dotted line shows the simplest expression for the specific 

entropy (15) which uses the pion to nucleon ratio (R„) and the strange particles to 

nucleon ratio {Rs )• The dashed lines are obtained from expression (18) for S/ND and 

from eqn.(19) for T which are based on particle ratios of non-relativistic Boltzmann 

gases. The full lines show the results from our relativistically modified Boltzmann gas 

(42),(43). In the latter case the approximated values for S/NB agree with the original 

ones within < 17%. 
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